A numerical investigation was conducted to study the forced and mixed convection of nanofluid in a horizontal channel with a built-in-heated square cylinder. The nanofluid considered in this study is composed of metal nanoparticles suspended in water (base fluid). The governing equations are solved using the finite volume method based SIMPLER algorithm. Different Reynolds numbers and volume fractions of nanoparticles ranging respectively from 85 to 200 and from 0%to12%, have been considered. The effect of the nanoparticles volume fraction on the critical Reynolds number value defining the transition between two flow regimes (stationary and periodic)as well as on the overall flow coefficients is firstly studied. In the thermal study, we have established correlations to evaluate the heat flux transferred from the obstacle to the flow for different nanoparticles volume fractions. Results show a marked improvement in heat transfer compared to the base fluid. This improvement is more pronounced for higher Richardson numbers and higher nanoparticles volume fractions.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the flow of fluids past bluff bodies has been the subject of several researches, both experimental and theoretical. The motivation behind these studies was to understand the physical phenomenon that occurs behind the bluff body and find practical applications in industrial processes, such as aerodynamics, flow dividers in polymer processing applications, heat exchanger systems, cooling of electronic components, etc. Since the pioneer work of Davis and Moore (1982) , a series of papers have dealt with flow of pure fluid past square cylinders and extensive reviews of the pertinent studies are available in the literature (Kelkar et al. 1992 ; Sohankar et al. 1998 ; Breuer et al. 2000 ; Darekar and Sherwin 2001 ; Turki et al. 2003a Turki et al. , 2003b Bouaziz et al. 2010 and Liu 2010) where a wealth of information on the effects of physical parameters which play a dominant role on the global flow coefficients including drag, lift and wake characteristics, vortex shedding frequency and their effect on the rate of heat transfer has been accumulated.
While there has been an enormous amount of efforts put in flow and heat transfer of pure fluids past a bluff body under appropriate conditions, very few studies have been undertaken in this area using nanofluids. This new class of fluids, composed of metal nanoparticles suspended in a base fluid, has recently appeared, due to their anomalous thermal conductivity enhancement and many studies (Daungthongsuk et al. (2007) , Kakaç et al. (2009 ), Saidur et al. (2011 , Hashemi et al. (2012) , , Mahian et al. (2013) , Sohel et al. (2013) , Rashad (2013) , Safaei et al. (2014) , Sarafraz (2014) , Nayak et al. (2015) , …) have been undertaken in the area of flow and heat transfer of nanofluids, showing that these new fluids have a remarkable power of heat exchange compared to conventional liquid. This enhanced thermal behavior of nanofluids could provide a basis for an enormous innovation for heat transfer intensification, which is a major importance to a number of industrial sectors including transportation, power generation, heating, cooling, ventilation and air-conditioning, etc.
Concerning the flow of nanofluids around a bluff body, we cite for example the work of Valipour et al. (2011) who studied the effect of the nanoparticles volume fraction on the flow pattern and heat transfer characteristics around a circular cylinder. They showed that the length of recirculation zone increases with the nanoparticles volume fraction. In addition, the local and the averaged Nusselt numbers were strengthened by the addition of nanoparticles to the base fluid. Sarkar et al. (2012) Sarkar et al. (2013) have simulated also the flow and heat transfer of nanofluids past a square cylinder in vertically upward flow. They examined the effect of the nanoparticles volume fraction on the overall flow coefficients such us the Strouhal number , the drag coefficient and the lift coefficient . In addition, they showed the important effect of nanoparticles on heat transfer for -water nanofluid compared to -water nanofluid. A numerical study was conducted by Valipoor et al. (2014) to simulate the steady laminar forced convection flow and heat transfer of -water nanofluid around a square cylinder. They reported that the Nusselt number, drag coefficient, recirculation length and pressure coefficient increase as the solid volume fraction increases.
The present research work was carried out to contribute to the existing knowledge of flow and its related heat transfer around a bluff body using nanofluid. It is a numerical investigation of forced and mixed convection of -water nanofluid in a horizontal channel with a built-inheated square cylinder. The study is particularly focused on the effect of nanoparticles volume fraction on the dynamic behavior of the flow and the heat transfer characteristics transferred from the square cylinder.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The flow geometry and coordinate system along are shown in Fig. 1 . The conservation equations describing the flow are the time-dependent, twodimensional Navier-Stokes and energy equations of incompressible nanofluid. The base fluid (water) and the nanoparticles ( ) are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium and all the physical properties of nanofluid (Table 1 ) are assumed to be constant. Using the Boussinesq approximation, the dimensionless of the continuity, momentum and thermal energy equations governing the laminar flow can be written in the following conservative form:
,
where , , , and are the density, the coefficient of thermal expansion, the dynamic viscosity, the thermal diffusivity and the nanoparticles volume fraction respectively, taking into account subscripts f for fluid, s for solid and nf for nanofluid. In equations (2)-(4), the viscosity of the nanofluid is given by Brinkman (1952) as follow:
The thermal diffusivity of the nanofluid is defined as follow: (6) where the conductivity of nanofluid is expressed as (Khanafer et al. 2003) : (7) The effective density and the heat capacitance of the nanofluid are expressed as (Xuan et al. 2003) :
The Reynolds number Re, Richardson number Ri and Prandtl number Pr are defined as follows:
where ν f is the kinematic viscosity of the base fluid and is the Grashof number defined as:
.
No-slip boundary conditions for velocities on all solid walls are used. The upper and the lower channel walls are specified as adiabatic. At the channel inlet, a normal component of velocity is assumed to be zero and a fully developed parabolic profile for the axial velocity, expressed by 4 , is deployed. At the channel exit, the convective boundary condition (CBC), given by 0, is used where the variable  is the dependent variable , ,  . It is noted here that, as mentioned by Sohankar et al. (1998) and Abbassi et al. (2002) , the CBC reduces the number of iterations per time step and requires a shorter upstream computational domain as compared to the case of the Neumann boundary condition. The square cylinder is assumed to be isothermally heated at , exchanging heat to the cold fluid flowing around it, which is at a uniform temperature at the channel inlet.
The instantaneous values of the drag and lift coefficients on the cylinder were calculated at each time step. They are defined as:
where F D and F L are the drag and lift forces exerted by the fluid on the cylinder, respectively. These forces are calculated by integration the viscous shear forces and pressure over the surface of the cylinder.
The thermal heat flux transferred from each face of the square cylinder to the flow is characterized by the space-averaged Nusselt number, and it is
Solid walls 
The time and space-averaged Nusselt number on each face of the square cylinder is evaluated as: (14) where the time interval is large compared to the period of oscillations and usually chosen as an integer multiple of period. The global time and space-averaged Nusselt number is written as:
NUMERICAL METHOD OF SOLUTION
The combined continuity, momentum and energy equations are solved using a finite volume method of Patankar (1980) , in which the control volume cells for velocity components are staggered with respect to the main control volume cells. This use of a staggered grid prevents the occurrence of checkerboard pressure fields. The convection terms in equations (2-4) were discretized using hybrid scheme, while the diffusion terms were discretized using second order central scheme. The SIMPLER algorithm was applied to solve the pressure-velocity coupling in conjunction with an alternating direction implicit scheme to perform the time evolution. The detailed information of the numerical procedure is given by Turki et al. (1990a) and more details about the validity of the computational code used in this work are available in Bouazizi et al. (2013) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Grid Independence Study
To check the effect of grid spacing, computations were performed for three different meshes with 1: 101 41, 2: 249 93 and 3: 312 169 non uniform grids at 150 and 0 (pure water). In the region which extends 0.5 units from each solid wall, the grid has been made finer by using an exponential stretch described in detail in the work of Turki et al. (1990a) . Otherwise, we have used an arithmetic function. This technique is used to evaluate the strong variation of all variables near the walls. Results of the Strouhal number St, the time-avraged drag coefficient and the amplitude of the oscillations values obtained with these different grids are reported in Table 2 . As it can be seen, results obtained with 2 and 3 grid systems agree with each other. Indeed, the St, and the amplitude of the oscillations values undergo a variation of 11.6%, 22.7% and 13.7% when we pass from 1 2 grid systems, respectively, and 1.7%, 1.6% and 1.5% when we pass from 2 3 grid systems, respectively. Finer grid spacing may give a more accurate solution; however, refinement of the accuracy of computation will be small after increasing the number of grid points beyond a certain level. At the same time, computational cost becomes greater. In the present computation, the 2 grid system was adopted based on the trade-off between accuracy and cost of the computation. Figure 2 shows the variation of the critical Reynolds number , defining the transition from steady to periodic flow regimes, versus the nanoparticles volume fraction . As mentioned by Turki et al. (2003b) , the steady flow regime, corresponding to , is characterized by the appearance of two counter-rotating vortices behind the square cylinder while the periodic flow regime, corresponding to , is characterized by an alternate shedding of a single vortex pair from the rear face of the square cylinder over one periodic cycle giving rise to the formation of the Von Karman wake. As reported in Fig. 2 , it is clear that the presence of nanoparticles in the pure fluid (water) has a remarkable effect on the value of the critical Reynolds number, especially at low nanoparticles volume fractions. decreases rapidly by increasing , reaches a local minimum at 6% and then it increases slowly as increases. Indeed, by increasing from 0% to 6%, the critical Reynolds number undergoes a reduction of the order of 29%, while a slight increase in of about 17% is observed when increases from 6% to 12%. The curve separates the diagram presented in Fig. 2 into two areas allowing to define the behavior of the flow downstream the square cylinder for a given couple , .
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Fig. 2. Variation of the critical Reynolds number vsnanoparticles volume fraction.
Figure 3(a) shows the instantaneous streamlines around the square cylinder at equal interval times during one period of vortex shedding for pure fluid ( 0% . At the same time, we have presented in Figs 3(b) and 3(c) the instantaneous streamlines around the square cylinder for 6% and 12% respectively. Close observation of Fig.3 reveals that the vortices which shed from the square cylinder move slowly downstream the square cylinder as the volume fraction of nanoparticles increases. This can be explained by the increase of the dynamic viscosity of the nanofluid with the increase of  (see equation 5) and hence the friction forces on the square cylinder walls increase. These forces tend to oppose to the detachment of vortices from the cylinder delaying therefore their diffusion downstream the square cylinder. The presence of nanoparticles seems to have influenced the vortex shedding from the square cylinder, resulting therefore in the modification of the Strouhal number, characterizing the frequency of vortex shedding. Indeed, as shown in Fig.4 where we have presented the effect of the nanoparticles volume fraction on the variation of with , the Strouhal number increases very slowly by increasing the Reynolds number, reaches a local maximum at 140 and 120 for 0% and 6% respectively and then decreases. For 12%, and contrarily to what was observed for 0% and 6%, the Strouhal number decreases progressively over the entire range. Close observation of Fig.4 reveals that the Strouhal number was influenced by the nanoparticles volume fraction, especially for higher Reynolds number. For example, at 200, the value undergoes a reduction of 9.3% and 7.5% when increases from 0% to 6% and from 6% to 12%, respectively. We note that the reduction in the Strouhal number implies a delay of vortex shedding
The variation of the lift coefficient , plotted by versus is illustrated in Fig. 5 for different nanoparticles volume fractions. For all volume fraction considered in this study, these variations have a similar trend. The amplitude of oscillations increases smoothly by increasing , but, as it can be seen, the max min obtained at 12%, shows a very strong increase at higher Reynolds number compared to those obtained for = 0% and 6%. For example, the amplitudes of the oscillations, obtained at = 12%, are about 2 and 2.45 times as much as the ones obtained at 0% and 6% respectively when reaches 200. Departing from these significant results, it seems that the increase in the concentration of nanoparticles makes the square cylinder in unstable with Reynolds number for different nanoparticles volume fraction. As it can be seen, a local minimum on curve occurs at 130 and 100 for 6% and 12%, respectively. Whereas, the drag variation decreases progressively with increasing for 0. Close observation of Fig. 6 reveals that the time-averaged drag coefficient is influenced by the presence of nanoparticles, especially for 12% where a digressive increase is observed on the value when increases. For example, when reaches 200, the values, obtained at 6% and 12% have undergo an increase of 3.6% and 9.2% compared to the value obtained at 0. Based on these results, it seems that, by increasing the concentration of nanoparticles, the drag forces exerted by the fluid on the square cylinder become more significant than that in pure fluid ( 0), causing therefore an abrupt increase in when increases. As already mentioned, this is related to the increment of the dynamic viscosity of the nanofluid when  increases. The effect of nanoparticles on the heat transfer is examined for ranging from 85 to 200 and 0%, 6% and 12%.
Three snapshots of temperature contours around the square cylinder are displayed in Fig. 7 for these different nanoparticles volume fractions. These snapshots, obtained at 150, correspond to an arbitrary instant when the flow is well established. As it can be seen, a high temperature gradient is visible from the contours especially near the front face which has the thinner thermal boundary layers, then the highest heat transfer rates occurs near this face. In addition, the thermal boundary layer around the solid walls of the square cylinder was found thinner when increases. As a consequence, the heat transfer rate from the heated square cylinder becomes higher when the volume fraction of nanoparticles increases. Figure 8 confirms this result where we have plotted the global time averaged Nusselt number over the heat transfer surface of the square cylinder against the Reynolds number for different nanoparticles volume fractions. As it can be seen, for each value of , the heat transfer rate increases monotonously when increases and this enhancement was found more important for higher value of . For example, an increase of 19% and 42% in heat transfer is observed at e 200 when we pass from 0% to 6% and from 0% to 12% respectively. Referring back to Fig. 8 again, changes in slope for -curves are observed around 150 and 140 for = 6% and =12%, respectively. As mentioned by Turki et al. (1990b) , this change characterizes flow transitions from asymptotic to boundary layer regime. For each nanoparticles volume fraction considered in this section, and in the range of Reynolds number where the slopes of the curves of Ln ( versus Ln(Re) are almost constant, a least-square method has been used for all computed data of to get a linear fit on a plot of Ln( against Ln (Re). Hence, it is possible to correlate the global time-averaged Nusselt number according to Re ,the following expression may be derived. 
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CONCLUSIONS
A numerical investigation of unsteady, laminar and incompressible 2D flow and heat transfer of -water nanofluid past a heated square cylinder inside horizontal channel was carried out. For 85 Re 200 and 0 12%, the following conclusions can be drawn: In forced convection:  The critical value of Reynolds number relative to transition from steady to periodic flow decreases rapidly by increasing the volume fraction, reaches a local minimum at 6%, after that it increases slightly as increases.

At a fixed Reynolds number, the Strouhal number decreases by increasing the volume fraction.
The presence of nanoparticles has a significant effect on the amplitude of oscillation of the lift coefficient which shows a significant increase by increasing the nanoparticles volume fraction, leading to unstable posture of the cylinder to the flow at higher Reynolds number.
The global time-averaged Nusselt number over the heat transfer surface of the square cylinder can be correlated by the following relationships:
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